
Educational Resources – How Do We Share with God’s Creatures? By Kerry Wilson

Overview 

Themes:  sharing, Spain, Semiarid Farmland Ecosystem and creatures, developed/developing 
countries, the impact of war and drought on food production, maintaining fish stocks in the 
oceans, comparison of meat and vegetarian diets

Though they lived long ago, Saints Isidore and Maria model how we can share with not just 
people, but with all of God’s creatures. The guided experience of The WorldBuffet Game will 
give students a deeper understanding of how much is enough to consume and the importance 
of sharing with others. The game also demonstrates the devastating impact of war and drought 
on developing countries.

Educational Objectives 

- Students will be able to experience a simulation of the world as an ecosystem with limited
food resources and numerous groups that need to consume them to survive.
- Through the experience of the role play, they will discover the influence of war, drought,
sharing and privilege.
- Through three rounds of the game, students will discover that by making intentional choices
about how much we consume, we can have a direct impact on others in the world.

Materials

- Amazing Friendships Between Animals and Saints book
- world map

- (optional) online read-aloud image of border art to project on a screen 
4–6 cups dried beans (representing the plants we consume)
2–4 cups Goldfish crackers (representing the creatures we consume)

***Note: There is NO eating during this game.

Directions
The Story

Together, find Spain on the world map. Compare this to where you live. Project 
the border art on a screen.

Read the story of Saints Isidore and Maria and the Pigeons. 

 Discussion  *Always choose questions appropriate to the age of your child(ren).
1. What are your reactions to this story?
2. How does it make you feel?
3. What do you find inspiring in the story?

4. Where did these Saints live? Read about their ecosystem (see additional online resources 
provided).
5. Can you find the Magpie and creatures in the illustrated border?

Read the Creature Profiles (in the online resources) about each creature as it is found.
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The WorldBuffet Game

Roles:

People from developed countries: 2–3 players, each with a large cup
People from developing countries: 10–15 players, each with a small paper cup
Creatures living in the natural world: 4–5 players; no cup – just their hands
Drought: 1 player who can take 4 beans and 4 fish from any player at any time
War: 1 player who can take 4 beans and 4 fish from any Developing Country at any time 
Facilitator (adult)

How to Play:

The facilitator calls groups forward to the WorldBuffet. They take beans and fish (that represent 
food) and put them in their cup/hands. DO NOT ACTUALLY EAT ANY OF THEM! They need to be 
used for several rounds!

Depending on the size of your group, set a timer for 2–5 minutes for each round. Encourage 
Drought and War to circulate through the group, taking as often as they want. ***Note the 
limitations above on who they can take from.
After each round, discuss what just happened and why (questions provided).

Round 1:
The beans and fish are laid out in bowls/plates on a buffet table. The facilitator calls each group 
forward to help themselves to the buffet.  
First, Developed Countries are invited to help themselves to as much as they want.

Second, Developing Countries are instructed to take only 5 beans and 5 fish each.
Last, Creatures can take what is left.

Discussion Questions:
Did everyone get some?  
Who got more? Who got less? Why? 

Who ended up with none? Why?
How did it feel to have lots while some had none (and vice versa)?
Is this fair?

What was the impact of Drought and War on the different groups?
Why did Drought and War have less impact on Developed Countries? (education, infrastructure, 
better soils or climate, no destruction or disruption of food production by war, money for 
irrigation and machinery to produce food, etc.)

Round 2:
The beans and fish are returned to the buffet and laid out in bowls/plates again. The facilitator 
calls each group forward to help themselves to the buffet. This time, in order to “win the 
game,” all the people need to be able to have food at the end of the round.
Developed Countries: Help themselves, but be mindful of leaving enough for others. 
Developing Countries: Share equally in what remains.
Creatures can take what is left.
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Discussion Questions:
Did everyone get some?  
Who got more? Who got less? Why? 

Who ended up with none? Why?
How did it feel to have some while some had none (and vice versa)?
When humans think only of ourselves, creatures are left out. Is this OK?
Was this more fair than the first round?
Did Drought and War have as much impact?

Round 3:
The beans and fish are returned to the buffet and laid out in bowls/plates again. The facilitator 
calls each group forward to help themselves to the buffet. This time, players are allowed to 
share with each other. Remind the group that in order for creatures to continue to exist in the 
future, there needs to be enough of them left to reproduce. Set aside half the fish so they are 
protected for future reproduction. In order to “win the game” this time, all the people AND 
creatures need to be able to have food at the end of the round, and there also needs to be 
enough stock left to reproduce.

Developed Countries: Take very carefully, being mindful of leaving enough for everyone. 
Developing Countries: Take very carefully, being mindful of leaving enough for everyone. 
Last, Creatures can take what is left.

Discussion Questions:
Did everyone get some and why?
What impact did sharing have on the outcome?
How did it feel to share and have some for everyone?
Compared to earlier rounds, did sharing require more time and communication?
Was this more fair than the previous rounds?
Did Drought and War have as much impact?
Was it hard to be mindful and take less for yourself?
How can we (in real life) in the Developed World be mindful and take less?

Extension Activity:

Wash the beans well, soak them and cook them (look online for a refried beans recipe). Beans 
and rice together make a complete protein that is a good replacement for meat. Many 
developing countries eat this combination as a staple. Try it! Do you like it?  

Discussion:

Would this be something you might consider doing as a way to “take less” from the creatures of 
the world?  

People who do not eat meat are called vegetarians. What are some different kinds of 
vegetarians and what do they eat?
Do you think that being vegetarian would help the creatures of the earth?

Research and compare how much water is needed to create a meal of meat compared to a 
meal of rice and beans. (Some research suggests meat takes 20 times as much water.)
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Contemplative Activity – Praying with Mandalas 

Themes: 
symmetry and x/y axes, cycles of nature, pattern and repetition in art 
Christian, Southwestern First Nations Cultures and Tibetan Buddhist mandalas

Overview:
The contemplative experience of making a mandala will expose students to a form of prayer
that uses art, nature and movement. Through this experience, students will reflect on their
connection with God, impermanence and the cycles of nature.

Educational Objectives 

- Students will be able to engage in a guided prayer activity (creating a mandala) in order to be
introduced to the spiritual practice of praying with art in nature.

- Students will reflect on this experience by using the Examen as a way of noticing, especially
the cycles of nature and the impermanence of life.

Introduction for the Teacher/Parent

In Christianity, mandalas can be seen in the rose windows of many cathedrals. They also appear 
in Southwestern First Nations Cultures and Tibetan Buddhism, where mandalas have been part 
of spiritual practice for centuries. A mandala is a symmetrical, circular piece of art made of 
circular patterns that radiate out from a centre. The symbols used in a mandala can represent 
anything, but often connect with nature and represent the cosmos full of all things. Mandalas 
made of sand and stones would typically be destroyed when they were finished, representing 
the impermanence of all life and the cycles of nature. Doing this would also emphasize that it is 
the spiritual journey of creating the mandala that is important, not the finished product. In our 
modern world, creating mandalas is now a popular spiritual practice that is accessible for 
people of all ages.

Prayer can be almost anything, as long as we do it with intention. It is being with God ON 
PURPOSE. This may be a new way to pray for you, but if we enter into the making of a mandala 
with the intention of being meditative and prayerful, it can be a wordless time to connect with 
God and nature.  

This is not about creating a perfect product. The movement and gathering of objects for 
mandalas is a way to pray with all of our being – body, mind, heart and soul. For anyone who 
has trouble sitting still, this can be a good way to pray. Remember that whatever is created, and 
the time we take doing it, is our offering to God. The value of this experience is in “hanging out 
with God” in a relaxed way, without judgment, and noticing how the journey of creating (and 
maybe destroying) a mandala can be deeply meaningful.  

Materials:

- look online for mandalas or have books with images of mandalas
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- If you cannot go outside, this activity can be done inside by drawing on square paper with
markers or pencil crayons. To find the centre of the paper, draw two light pencil lines from
corner to corner diagonally, then lightly pencil in this guide:

OR arrange seeds, pebbles or other small items from nature in the lid of a plastic container to 
create a mandala.   

Directions:

Step 1: Look at images of mandalas. Discuss symmetry, the x/y axes, diagonal axes, and how 
when creating mandalas, they are started in the centre and radiate out. Notice how symbols 
and patterns repeat around the circles of the mandalas you find in books. Notice how some 
are more formally arranged and others are more relaxed and free-flow. Some do not have 
symmetry. Note: Starting a mandala by drawing the axes is helpful to find the centre but not 
essential. Here are some samples of mandalas in nature made by a child:
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Step 2: Go outside to a natural area. Gather your group and give full instructions, answering 
all questions before starting (see below). Encourage people to be reverent and respectful of 
living things as they do this activity.

Centre with a brief prayer:

Creator God, 
Be with us today as we make this mandala.  
May we open our hearts to You,

So that we can notice Your presence –
with us, 
in this, 
and in all that is.

Amen.

When people feel ready, they open their eyes and, without talking, quietly begin.

Each person is to find a flat spot (about 30 cm square) on which to make their mandala.  In 
silence, gather items from nature and arrange them to create a mandala. Think about what 
these items mean for you. Remember that this is a prayer, so do not worry about a perfect 
product. When people are done, gather back in a central spot and sit quietly as others return. 
This is important to do so you do not disturb those who are still making their mandalas. 

Noticing (The Examen) – Once everyone has gathered back, ask people to silently notice
(without judgment) what they just experienced.  
What did you notice inside yourself while you were making your mandala?  
Did you experience any inner nudgings?  

What was fun and joyful? What was struggle?  
Did anything shift inside as you did this? 
What did this mean for you?
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Discussion:
What did you choose and why?
What do your chosen items represent for you?  

In partners, show your mandala and share the meaning. 
Journal entry (optional): What was your response to today’s experience?

***Optional Destruction – To emphasize cycles of nature, once everyone has finished the 
creation and discussion, you may choose to have people ritually destroy their mandalas. 
Discussing afterwards how it felt to destroy the mandala would help to emphasize the theme of 
impermanence. For some, this may be upsetting, so photographs may be taken of the mandalas 
before they are destroyed. Making a mandala on the beach as the tide comes in, or on the 
ground as the snow falls/melts, or in a place where the wind will blow things away, or in a place 
to which you will never return will allow for quick, natural letting go and can make this natural 
process easier. Without ritual destruction, mandalas made of items from nature will decay 
slowly over time and disappear. In a retreat setting, this can be beautiful as others find these 
sacred reminders in the forest, but in a schoolyard some may find it upsetting if another child 
unwittingly destroys their mandala. So sensitivity to the setting is essential.  
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